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 Advice of Closure of Shire Office Over Christmas Period 

Following Council meeting this is to confirm that Council  approved  of closure of the office from 
Monday 24th December up to and including Tuesday 1st Jan 2013. Opening again on Wednesday 
2nd January 2013.  

MEETING DATE CHANGE 

This is to advise that the December meeting of Council will be held on Thursday 20th          
December (in lieu of Friday the 21st) 

10 am Council Chambers Murchison Settlement, Murchison. 

RESTRICTED AND PROHIBITED BURNING TIMES – SHIRE OF MURCHISON 

Pursuant to section 18 of the Bush Fires Act 1954 the Shire of Murchison has declared 

the following restrictions:- 

A restricted burning period within the Shire of Murchison from 1 October to 31 October 

and a prohibited burning period from the 1
st
 November to the 31

st
 March the following 

year (inclusive). 

Jennifer Goodbourn 

Chief Executive Officer 

Shire of Murchison  

INTENTION TO IMPOSE FEES 

Notice is hereby given that at the October meeting of Council it was resolved to introduce fees 
for public internet usage.  

The fee has been set at $5.00 per hour or $2.50 for ½ hour.  

The fee will come into effect from the 14th November 2012.  

J Goodbourn 

Chief Executive officer 

Shire Office Contact Details: Phone:  99637999   Email: admin@murchison.wa.gov.au 



Presidents Report 

 
Greetings to the Murchison community. 

 It seems such a long time since I have reported in the Monologue, with many things happening - I'm not to sure where to 
start. I guess the top is as good a place as any.  Jenny and Steve have settled into life at the Settlement as though they were 
both born there!!!! The office is operating at 120%  and it is so lovely to go in there and see 3 smiling happy faces - well done 
ladies - you really are "jets" !!!! Brian has the construction team powering ahead on the roadworks between where the      
bitumen finishes and the Ballinyoo Bridge. This job appears to be running very harmoniously and the only question that      
remains is "Will they get to the Bridge". 

 Just recently the council donated a thousand dollars towards the making of the program Tracks of Ernie Dingo.  Our CEO was 
interviewed by Ernie and was able to give a comprehensive overview of the Murchison Shire.  Well done Jenny.  I believe the 
thousand dollars was well spent and the coverage promoted a positive outlook towards the Murchison. 

 The interest  shown by everyone in selecting a new tag for the Murchison Shire shows how important this is to you all. Even 
though, in the end the Shire with no Town was retained, I am sure that in the very near future there will be a move to test the 
waters again.  

 I was lucky enough to be invited to the opening of the ASCAP/MRO  on the 5th of October. The Murchison has never seen so 
many dignitaries from so many countries gathered together in one place before.    Congratulations to CSIRO and all those   
involved in making it a memorable day. If anyone is interested in watching the proceedings - it is on webcast at: 

 http://tinyvio.com/CSIRO_ASKAP_Opening_Ceremony . 

 Unfortunately Rex and Jeanette have decided to move on from the roadhouse and even though they have only been here for 
12 months - I'm sure they will be sadly missed.  I take this opportunity to wish them every good luck in their future endeavors.  

 You will all know by now that Darryl Grey did not submit a tender when they were called for the Geraldton to Murchison 
freight run, I would like to thank Darryl and Joan for their efforts over and above their tender requirements and wish them 
well with the new freight run they have started, servicing Cue and Meekatharra. I would also like to congratulate the Keynes 
family formally of Curbur Station, in being awarded the contract for the said freight run.  We look forward to a continued 
good  and reliable service !  

Whilst on the subject of Curbur, I received some news recently that we have all been waiting for in that William and Colleen 
have been granted permanent residency in Australia. This is the best news possible as William and Colleen are the salt of the 
earth and the type of people that any community would be proud to have. At this stage the citizen ceremony will be held on 
the 15th of December (Christmas Tree Day) and I hope that the whole community can come together and help celebrate this 
very important day. 

 On a personal note, Georgina has graduated from the Geraldton Grammar School and made a wonderful speech on behalf 
of  Greenough House  of which she was captain. She was chosen to make the students address at the Geraldton Residential 
College, a feat which she performed admirably, She kept everyone entertained with her wit and humor of the shenanigans 
that go on behind the closed doors of a boarding facility. The College Manager, Mr David Smart made a special presentation 
to Georgina for being the only child to have spent 7 years at the Residential College. Natalie and I are now free of boarding 
and school fees, you don't know how happy this makes us, another chapter in our lives, closes.!!!!  

 Here's hoping for thunderstorms with lots of rain and no lightening in them. 

  

Cheers 

 

Your President 

 

 

Simon 

http://tinyvio.com/CSIRO_ASKAP_Opening_Ceremony




To the Murchison  Shire community, We would like to express our heartfelt thanks to all of 

you who have helped  us through this tough time. 

Kaz was not only a precious member of our families but also a loved and respected member 

of  our  community. 

We will be forever grateful to you for your  support. 

 

From  

Jox and Family 

Trevor , Judy and Family 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

(24hr access to bowser with card swipe facility) 

   Roadhouse phone: 99613875                                                          

Murchison Oasis Roadhouse 

New Opening Hours  
The Shire wish to advise that as Jeanette and Rex are 

shortly leaving,  the following hours will be effective 

from Tuesday  13th November until new operators are 

appointed. 

7am – 6pm Monday to Friday  

 9am to 5pm on Saturday  

Sunday —  Closed  

Accommodation Rates   

 Motel Units $65 per night   

  Powered  Site $20 per night    

  Unpowered $10 per night    

  Free BBQ in the Gazebo               

Pia Energy Cards 

Hot takeaway Food 

Ice , Grocery Lines 

icy cold drinks,   ice creams 

Clean Showers & Toilets     





 

A mate of mine recently admitted to being addicted to brake fluid. 
When I quizzed him on it he reckoned he could stop any time....  

My daughter asked me for a pet spider for her birthday, so I went to our 
local pet shop and they were $70!!!   Blow this , I thought , I can get one 
cheaper off the web.  

I was driving this morning when I saw an RAC van parked up. The driver 
was sobbing uncontrollably and looked very miserable. I thought to myself 
that guy's heading for a breakdown.  

Statistically , 6 out of 7 dwarves are not Happy.  

My neighbour knocked on my door at 2:30am this morning , can you believe 
that , 2:30am?!  Luckily for him I was still up playing my Bagpipes.  

Paddy says "Mick , I'm thinking of buying a Labrador ."Bugger that" says 
Mick "have you seen how many of their owners go blind?"  

Man calls 999 and says "I think my wife is dead" The operator says how do 
you know?  He says "The sex is the same but the ironing is building up!"  

My girlfriend thinks that I'm a stalker. Well , she's not exactly my girl-
friend yet.  

A wife says to her husband you're always pushing me around and talking 
behind my back.  He says what do you expect? You're in a wheelchair.  

The wife has been missing a week now.  The police said to prepare for the 
worst. So I went down to the charity shop to get all her clothes back.  

The wife was counting all the 5c's and 10c's out on the kitchen table when 
she suddenly got very angry and started shouting and crying for no reason. 
I thought to myself , "She's going through the change."  

Local Police hunting the 'knitting needle nutter' , who has stabbed six people 
in the backside  in the last 48 hours, believe the attacker could be following 
some kind of pattern.  



Another successful day at the monthly MAC gathering! 

 
Steve’s welding class was a rioting success with participants proudly taking 
home their first attempts, and learning many things including solar charged 
automatic helmets kept in cupboards don’t work in sheds! 

I think the welding will be definitely repeated in the future with some artworks 
already on the go. 

The Quiz night and barbeque went well, with many from the settlement arriv-
ing to join in for the evening. 

With the 22 participants dividing into 3 tables, the evening proceeded with spot prizes and sponsored 
awards and of course Bundy’s banter to cheer everyone on. 

Sponsors of the night included Elders Geraldton, Landmark Geraldton, Greg Brown, of Mitchell and 
Brown and Dongara Building and Trade. 

The larger prizes went to Quentin with a new pot for Shelly’s garden, Maurie Beasley previously of 
Yunda, has some new boots and Reg took home the $50 Mitchell and Brown voucher.  

Thank you to all who could make it, it was great to see everyone in such high spirits and laugh on 
through the night. 

The next MAC gathering will be a meeting day to discuss the Christmas Tree festivities. Via email 
RSVPs, the date will be the 17th of November, and the theme for this year’s decorations is 

“The Night Sky”. 

Please bring a plate of your favourite Christmas food for lunch to share, and also feel free to work on 
your Night Sky decorations. Anyone looking for inspiration can check out a website Margaret from 
Yunda has bought to our awareness. It is called Pinterest and is suited to anyone looking for inspira-
tion or how to achieve something.  

The Christmas tree celebrations are going to be held on the 15th of December, an    auc-
tion of an Onga Pump donated by Landmark is included in the evening events. Emails 
will be sent out regularly as we get closer to the date to keep everyone informed. 

 

Best Wishes to Everyone and hope to catch up soon! 

 

Cheers 

 

 

 

 

 

Lynne     

Secretary / Treasurer 

MAC       

 

whitmarsh@westnet.com.au    

Steve’s welding class  



Spotted Around the Murch 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

It was a Night of  Fun and Laughter at the Quiz Night 

The final score 

Winners and Losers 

The Quiz master 
Princess 

Relaxing at the Oasis 



 

Support Farmers and Rural Communities 

Subject: FOR ACTION: Social Media Campaign to support livestock exports 

Dear All, 

 http://www.nff.org.au/supportliveexports.html 

 The above link will take you to a campaign page on the NFF website and a facility to allow people to 
send letters of support for the trade to MPs and Senators.  I encourage you to distribute the link far 
and wide. 

 Please note that the Subject field of the email should read “Support farmers and rural communities”, 
rather than “Support live or livestock exports”.  The reason is that MPs/Senators have spam filters set 
up on their inboxes and emails with the “live” heading are likely to be sent directly to these folders, 
rather than appear as an ordinary email in inboxes. 

 This is an important opportunity for industry and those people, wherever they come from, who sup-
port the trade to speak up like never before. 

 Regards 

  

John Edwards 

Chairman 

The Western Australian Livestock Exporters Association 

   

John Edwards 

Al Jabri Australia Pty Ltd 

E: jedwards@jabri.com.au 

Mob: 0418901911 

Tel: 61 8 93361922 

Fax: 61 8 93361900 

Mail: PO Box 1559 

        Fremantle 6959 

        W.A    Australia. 

http://www.nff.org.au/supportliveexports.html
mailto:jedwards@jabri.com.au












Pia Wadjarri Remote Community 

School News 

School Phone: 99613842 

 

Coming Term  four  

5th November Bike Excursion 

The Be Active Cycle Instead Bike Skills Program aims to provide quality bicycle education to schools and 

community groups while promoting the message to 'Be Active Cycle Instead'. Our programs are de-

signed to improve a rider's confidence and bike handling skills in an enjoyable and safe environment. 

Over a series of sessions riders are introduced to bike safety, bike handling, and basic bike maintenance 

skills, helping people ride better, more often and more safely. 

6th November Pia-Melbourne Cup 

The Pia Cup: Also known as Melbourne cup day and Guy Foulkes day. Parents will need to find items 

suitable for hats that children can bring to school to make their hat. There will be prizes for the best hats 

so you make like to make the hat at home and keep it as a surprise and better the chances of winning. 

7th November Dietician HEALTHY COOKING SESSIONS 

You are invited to come along to a fun, tasty cooking session at our school. At the session, we will: 

Answer any nutrition questions you may have; 

Share cheap recipes that we can cook for our whole families; 

Cook some lunchbox, snack and meal ideas; 

Take home some recipe booklets; 

Give us a chance to have a chat while we cook and eat some nice food! 

13th November Dentist visit 

15th November pamper day for young adults 

16th November Parent forum keeping children safe from harm 

WEEK 6 

Circus is coming to town 

Two trainers will stay in Pia for a 5 day program. They will bring all their own Equipment to run work-

shops with the students. Skills include juggling, unicycle, human balances, tightwire,  

spinning plates, diablo, hulla hoops, poi, mini bike, stilts, tumbling etc 

 

                                            Contacting the School 

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

          

PH:   9961 3842 

FAX: 9961 3846 

Principal:  Elizabeth Sorrenson 

Registrar:   Sonia Nelson  

AIEO:    Rachael Papertalk 

EA:    Julie Ryan   

   Joshua Thompson 

Gardener:   Lawrence Merry 

School Officer:  Betthany Schwarze 

Teachers:  Barry Powell     

   Jessica Guilfoyle 

  Courtney Whyte 



Olympics in the Murchison Settlement 

From Wednesday 19th to the Friday 21st September, Pia Wadjarri Remote Community School hosted an 

Olympic themed Interschool Carnival over three days at the Murchison Settlement. 

Remote schools that travelled for the event included Burringurrah, Cue, Yalgoo, Gascoyne Junction and 

Yulga  Jinna.  

The focus was on participation with 100 very excited students divided into 4 teams/countries consisting of 

United Kingdom, Russia, Thailand and Jamaica .  With Prime Ministers as captains and each having 

their own flag the student were keen for the games to begin. 

Students competed for medals in track races, T-ball and javelin throwing, shot put and long jump. 

United Kingdom were declared the winners and Friday morning saw some very weary students and 

teachers heading off for the long journey home. 

Principal Elizabeth Sorrenson said it was a memorable three days and enjoyment was had by all as the 

children of the region showed their skills in a variety of sporting activities. All competitors showed out-

standing skills as well as good sportsmanship and willingness to adapt to participating in a range of events.  

Pia Wadjarri were proud to host the games. 





Women’s World 







The Media interviewing Megan Clark  - Chief Executive CSIRO  

(Photo credit:  DRAGONFLY 

Over 350 guests attended the opening  ceremony 

(Photo credit:  DRAGONFLY 



The Cue Outback Triathlon 
Approximately 45 competitors, including a state triathlete, from as far and wide as Adelaide, Albany, 

Perth, Kalgoorlie and Geraldton took part in the Cue Outback Triathlon, which was held on Saturday October 6th. 

The triathlon consisted of an 850m swim, a 31km cycle leg and a 6km run. The swim leg took place in the 
Tucker West open-cut mine pit, which is approximately 28km south east of Cue town site near the Sandstone 
road. Using old station tracks, competitors then cycled right into the teeth of a very strong, hot, north-westerly 
wind back to the Cue oval. The run leg started at the oval and included climbing ‘Water Tank Hill’ as part of a 6km 
circuit that finished back at the oval. 

Murchison’s Rossco Foulkes-Taylor had a good triathlon and won the race. Rossco was forth out of the 
water and picked up a couple of places on the bike leg to be second by about a minute at the final changeover.  
He overtook the leader during the run to win in a time of 2h 27m 19s. Geoff and Tom Foulkes-Taylor also had a 
successful race to win the team section in a time of 2h 40m 31s. 

2012 PERTH ROYAL SHOW 

Rural Community Achiever Award 

Jano Foulkes Taylor and Lou Giglia were named joint winners of the 2012 Rural Community Achiever Award.  It is 

the first time in the 24 year history of  the competition that there has been two winners. 

The award recognizes the contribution of those in rural communities  who work to promote regional development 

and support their local communities. 

The Rural community Achiever receives $2000 cash plus a further $2000 is donated to a community project of 

their choice. 

Jano plans to use her prize money to assist the Scholarship for Rural & Remote Further Education she has    

established. 

Lou plans to use his winnings to assist the improvement of youth training facilities at Fairbridge. 







Media Release                                                                                                       Barry Haa se MHR 

Media contact: De-Arne O’Neil (08) 99 64 2195 0407 379 622                                 De-Arne.O’Neil@aph.gov.au  



Thanks to Emails and Living in the 20th Century 
I can no longer open a bathroom door without using a paper towel, nor let the waitress put lemon slices in 

my ice water without worrying about the bacteria on the lemon peel. 

 

I can't sit down on a hotel bedspread because I can only imagine what has happened on it since it was last 

washed. 

 

I have trouble shaking hands with someone who has been driving because the number one pastime while  

driving alone is picking one's nose. 

 

Eating a little snack sends me on a guilt trip because I can only imagine how many gallons of trans fats I 

have consumed over the years. 

 

I can't touch any woman's handbag for fear she has placed it on the floor of a public toilet. 

 

I can no long lick envelopes thanks to the email about rat poo in the glue,  I also now have to scrub the top 

of every can I open for the same reason. 

 

I can't have a drink in a bar because I fear I'll wake up in a bathtub full of ice with my kidneys gone. 

 

I can't eat  KFC because their chickens are actually horrible mutant freaks with no eyes, feet or feathers. 

 

I can't use cancer-causing deodorants even though I smell like a water buffalo on a hot day. 

 

I have learned that my prayers only get answered if I forward an e-mail to seven of my friends and make a 

wish within five minutes. 

 

I now feel that, I can no longer drink Coca Cola because it can remove toilet stains. 

 

I no longer buy fuel without taking someone along to watch the car, so a serial killer doesn't crawl in my back 

seat when I'm filling up. 

 

I no longer use Cling Wrap in the microwave because it causes seven different types of cancer. 

 

I no longer go to the cinema because I could be pricked with a needle infected with AIDS when I sit down. 

 

I no longer answer the phone because someone will ask me to dial a number for which I will get a huge phone 

bill with calls to Jamaica , Uganda , Singapore and Uzbekistan .. 

 

I can't even do any gardening because I'm afraid I'll get bitten by the Violin Spider and my hand will fall 

off. 

 

My last email informed me, if I didn’t forward the email to at least 1,000 people in the next 70 minutes, a 

large dove with diarrhea would land on my head at 5:00 p.m. the next afternoon, and the fleas from 120    

camels would infest my back, causing me to grow a hairy hump. I know this will occur because it actually     

happened to a friend of my next door neighbor's Ex mother-in-law's second husband's cousin's best friend's 

beautician! 

















Support a new lifestyle magazine starting in Geraldton — sharing our stories with the world   

Imagine a publication that brings stories about mining, agriculture and pastoral country to life. 
H&g: A Journal for Huntergatherers is a new quarterly lifestyle magazine that honours the people and life of    
regional WA and expands on the vital connections our regions are making with communities across the globe. 
 
H&g, the first issue, will be an object of beauty and originality, made with love and full of ideas and images to  
delight. The magazine is now ready to enter the design phase and we need your help. 
$25 gets you one of 500 copies of this limited edition magazine. 
 
SUPPORT THIS  MAGAZINE  NOW  BY  VISITING: 
 
http://us6.campaign-archive2.com/?u=8f260530c61492eea2199ff6d&id=0cb5dad361&e=7fd0c39027  

 

Your donation will mean much more than money. With a community of like-minded people behind us, the H&g 
team will be able to sustain this project using all the media platforms that we can think of.  500 subscribers will 
put a lot of air under our wings!  

 

YOUR INVESTMENT WILL BE USED TO: 
Honour the things that matter. 
Give work to regionally based writers, thinkers, artists, editors and print/ web designers. 
Give us the stepping stone to get this publication up and running. 
 
YOU WILL RECEIVE: 
One copy from 500 copies of a limited-edition magazine – beautifully produced, brilliantly written and dedicated to 
the people of Geraldton, Midwest, WA. 
 
An invitation to the LAUNCH of this first edition to be held in Geraldton in December, 2012.  
 
ABOUT H&g 
Writer & producer Amanda Rowland started her publishing career three years ago with JAM Magazine: A What’s 
On Guide to the Midwest. Her concept and passion has expanded to sharing the stories of regional WA across 
the globe from her headquarters in Geraldton, Midwest, WA. “Humour and creativity are not attributes usually 
associated with stories on mining or agriculture,” Amanda states, “ and this is where H&g  excels.” 
 
Amanda says “ We are living in a time of great connectivity and reach. Through our mining and resource indus-
tries, WA communities are in a unique position to expand on the rich ties we share with peoples and nations 
across the world. H&g will take readers to the heart of regional Australia and shine a light on the amazing people 
and industries that underpin the viability and vitality of our cities.”  
 
 
 
Our mailing address is:  

H&g A Journal for Huntergatherers 
9 Conway St 
Geraldton, Wa 6530  
Australia 

http://us6.campaign-archive2.com/?u=8f260530c61492eea2199ff6d&id=0cb5dad361&e=7fd0c39027


AFS AUSTRALIA 
AFS Australia has been arranging youth exchanges since 1959 and forms a part of the worldwide AFS network 
operating in more than 54 countries that is dedicated to building a more just and peaceful world through greater 
intercultural understanding and learning.  AFS is one of the world’s largest community-based volunteer organisa-
tions, organising programs involving over 11,000 students, young adults and teachers each year.  
 
In 2013 AFS WA is looking for local communities from all corners of WA who would appreciate and benefit from 
the services of a committed and dedicated international volunteer (from Germany, Argentina, Austria, Belgium, 
Costa Rica, and Denmark to name a few countries who will be sending volunteers to WA this year).  AFS WA is 
seeking organisations or a group of organisations that would benefit from having a volunteer with them for a peri-
od ranging from 3 months, 6 months or 11 months?  
 
AFS Volunteer Aboard participants come from many different countries and are committed to doing voluntary 
work for non-profit organisations in WA.  The nature of volunteer work that AFS Volunteer Aboard participants are 
involved in ranges from community development, youth development, conservation and environment, sports de-
velopment, organisation development, beautification projects as well as local community projects to name but a 
few of the fields that volunteers have expressed an interest in helping with while in WA. 
 
In 2013 AFS WA is committed to receiving more volunteers, many of whom are expecting volunteer opportunities 
in regional, rural and remote WA.  During their stay in the community, the AFS Volunteer lives with a host family 
who opens their house voluntarily and without financial payment. It is an expectation that the local community 
would welcome the volunteer to become 'a local' for their stay and in return the community benefits by having a 
volunteer who gives their services voluntarily.  For its part, AFS makes all arrangements for visas and insurance 
all the while helping individuals from around the world to become a part of an Aussie community somewhere in 
WA. 
 
In simple terms, the idea is to provide participants with a learning experience, sharing life and learning from those 
around them rather than coming as experts with all the answers. AFS Volunteer Abroad participant come not as 
outsiders to change the local situation but as participants in the process of mutual discovery. They come to learn 
about Australia, the community and the project they are involved in, and the culture of the family. Volunteers are 
encouraged to share information about their own country and culture during their stay too. 

 
AFS WA is seeking organisations the Mullewa community and surrounds that could benefit from having an AFS 
Volunteer Abroad participant volunteering for them.  The volunteer may dedicate their time to one organisation or 
may spend their time at a group of depending how a community chooses to involve and engage the AFS Volun-
teer Abroad participant.  It is entirely open to the desires and imagination of the community and / or organisation. 
There are a few boundaries that must be worked within so please read on for some of the finer detail: 

What type of organisation can benefit by hosting an AFS Volunteer Abroad participant? 
Any of the following organisations are able to host a volunteer: 

A Commonwealth Government organisation;  
A State Government organisation; 
A Local Government organisation; 
A not-for-profit organisation; or 
Other types of organisation i.e.: an association, sporting club, childcare centre and the lists go on 

What is the process of securing an AFS Volunteer Abroad participant for an organisation/community? 
Identify an organisation(s) that will be the Community Service Provider (CPO);  
The Community Service Provider (CPO) completes the an “Application Form” (available by e-mail from 

afs.wa@afs.org)  
AFS WA works to match an AFS Volunteer Abroad participant with the Community Service Provider 
The Community Service Provider views the profiles of the AFS Volunteer Abroad participants who have 

elected to come to WA  
The Community Service Provider chooses the AFS Volunteer Abroad participant they would like to "host"  
Complete on the organisation’s letterhead, a letter validating the volunteer work (AFS provides a template 

for this letter which is used by Immigration to issue the appropriate visa) 
The Community Service Provider and AFS WA work together to find a Host Family (using community news-

letters, newspapers, community service radio announcements, e-mail lists, work-of-mouth, local commu-
nity networks and the AFS network) 

Once a Host Family expresses an interest - an AFS volunteer will call them and conduct a phone interview 
and complete reference checks. 

AFS Host Family application form completed (online) 
AFS WA arranges for an in-home visit to the Host Family home to complete an in-home interview  
Host Family and CPO Representative attend "Orientation" in Perth for 2-3 hours on a weekend, if at all pos-

sible (highly desirable and encouraged but not always possible due to distance of some hosting commu-
nities). 

Await the arrival of the AFS Volunteer Abroad participant 

mailto:afs.wa@afs.org


What must the host organisation provide for an AFS Volunteer Abroad participant? 
Provide supervision and feedback appropriate to the role  
Provide full time volunteer work (maximum 30 hours per week), for not more than five days a week; for a min-

imum of three months to maximum of eleven months.  
Be sensitive to the adjustments the volunteer may need to make in adapting to their new environment  
Willing to learn about a new culture  
Assist with finding a suitable host family  
Allow for a period of “annual leave” of not more than 25 days (timing to be mutually agreed between the AFS 

Volunteer Abroad participant and the host organisation) 
What does AFS provide? 

a 24 hour contact and support network for the hosted AFS Volunteer Abroad participant and their host family  
a 24 hour contact and support network for the Community Service Provider (CPO).  
a designated contact person from AFS WA to constantly supervise the volunteer’s work performance at the 

CPO. 
Visa documentation and arrangements 
Orientation camps for the hosted AFS Volunteer Abroad 
Orientation for the Host Family prior to the arrival of the AFS Volunteer Abroad participant (generally occurs 

in Perth) 
Expenses & Insurance Matters: 

AFS ensures the AFS Volunteer Abroad participant is covered for all medical expenses.  
AFS provides indemnity insurance for each AFS Volunteer Abroad participant 
Host families provide meals at home with the family.  
All personal expenses such as clothes, entertainment, travel and meals out of the home are to be paid by the 

participant 
Additional Information: 

AFS Volunteer Abroad participants are aged between 18 and 26 
AFS Volunteer Abroad participants come from Europe, Asia, North America, and Latin America (from any one 

of the 54 countries where AFS has operations) 
AFS Volunteer Abroad participants come to WA for a period ranging from 3 months to 11 months. 
A new group of AFS Volunteer Abroad participants arrive generally in February, April, July, and September 
It is expected the Community Service Providers (CPO) will work with AFS WA to help identify a local host 

family(s) who will open their home for the AFS Volunteer Abroad participant 
For insurance reasons AFS volunteers are forbidden to drive whilst in Australia . This may impose some limi-

tations on the accommodation of volunteers particularly in rural area. 
 

 
Finally, more information or have specific queries about this AFS program and how a community or organisation 
could become involved please don’t hesitate to contact me via phone or e-mail as outlined below.  
 
Many thanks. 
 
Yours Faithfully 
 
 
 
Graham Whitley  
-------------- 
Graham Whitley 
Volunteers Abroad Coordinator 
Volunteer 
AFS WA 
Home Ph: 9389-6808 
E-Mail: afs.wa@afs.org 

mailto:afs.wa@afs.org


Available for Purchase at the Shire Office $40 (+ postage if required) 



 
Buffalo Bill 



Crossword 



 

maze 



Upcoming events in the Murchison 
 

 

                                                                                                                                          

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ordinary Council Meeting 

      Support Live Export Rally being organised by WA Livestock  Producers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Murchison Community Christmas Tree  

 Ordinary Council Meeting  +  Council/Staff Christmas Function 

 Shire Office closure over Christmas period 

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun 

   1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
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November 2012 
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December 2012 


